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Week ToDics
chaptert topolos/orrffi
set,infinite set,interval ,subset, bounded above set,and bounded

above set,boundedielow set, unbounded below set, bounded set

,unbounded set, greatest element, Ieast element,least upper bound

,some theorems on supremum ofa set, greatest lower bound or
inffmum, some theorems on infimum of a set

completeness axiom, archimedean property;f re;E;ample-s and
exercise 1.1, neighbourhood of a point, deleted neighbourhood
,interior ofa set,open set, some theorems on open set, theorems on
interior ofa set, closed set, some theorems on closed sets ,examples
and exercise 1.2.

limitpointof a set j@
,bolzano weierstrass theorem, some theorems on closure of a set,

examples and exercise 1.3 ,compact set, Heine borel property,

Heine borel theorem ,Converse of Heine borel theor'em, example

and exercise 1,4

chapter 2 sequences, aen@
sequence ,methods to describe a ,[u.n.q,' pnge of .a
sequence,constant sequence cdnvergedt se{uence,.some theorems

on convergent sequences, divergeni sequence, os'cillatgry sequence

,null sequence ,examples and exercise Z,l,,sorn€ basic theQrems on

limits,Cauchy"s firsttheorem dnlimits. ,',, '

Cauchy's second th@
monotonic sequence, monotone convergente theordm, nested

sequence examples and exercise Z.3,llmit point or cluster point

,some theorems on limit point, bolzdno.:theorem, cauchy,s

sequence. Assignment 1

6 cauchy's general principle of convergencelEmptei ana exerclse

2.4 subsequence ,theorems on subsequente. classtest ofchapter 1

7 chapter 3infiniteffi
and divergence of an infinite series ,ostillate finiiely or infinite

,examples and theorems exercise 3.1 l'' ',' , '
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cauchy s seiiEl-JiiiEp-iE-li
air".g"n."'oig.L#: r:;..1-t"vergence'6si[@ll!-lf
positive term cFrre. ^^*---: -.neral test for the convergence ofpositive term series, comparisori;-' 

-' '-' 'ut tne convergence ol
test series, class te;;;##;, 

.esr, hyper harmonic series or p-

,orrr,
exercise 4.3. De morgan,s and Bertrand,,s,"*. 

"r"rnp,u, ,nJexercise 4.4. gauss test exercise
test for the conyergence o, 

" a"."0 
examples' cauchy's integral

examples and exercise 
ies' cauchy's condensation test'

chapter 5, alternating serles, Leibnitz ,s test

for the convergence of alternating series. example, absoluteconvergence,conditional 
converse

^L--::r---------- ' nce' exercise 5.1, assignment 2ctrapter o?i6iIE[GE-fr ,{EEI-Ifr
its exampres or o.r, inru.tion ,n 

'-sL' urncnlet s tesl exerciseiiE

ah.t ova-^r-^ , ^ 
'emoval ofparenthesis, exampleand exercise 6.2, mur prication ' --'-"-'rJ' s^drripre

Mertin,,s theorem, curr.o,, th"o."]r. 
f series 

'cauchy's product,

eUet s ttr

product theorems and examples
exercise 7.1 and i7?iEiEif6ii fElT


